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INTRODUCTION

research group UU
=

UCWOSL: Utrecht Centre for Water, Ocean and Sustainable Law

=

Eva Winters, Frits Otte

additional within City-zen
=

it appeared that universities work cheaper than consultants.

=

We had a surplus of money and we added research on vulnerable end-user

limited to Amsterdam
=

But limited resources

=

We had to limit ourselves to Amsterdam projects

=

Grenoble projects: only as far as we knew these from the earlier research on policy context.

THE BURDEN OF THE ENERGY TRANSITION

News release of yesterday:
=

Dutch prime minister Rutte stops all activities regarding the Energy Transition.

=

There were too little applications to co-operate.

=

…

=

Yesterday was Fools Day (01-04).

=

But the joke hits a soft spot: a prime minister who refuses to embark on long term visions.

Who is taking the burden of the energy transition?
=

In December 2018 the minister replied to the press that the energy bill would increase by approx. € 150/y
on Jan 1st 2019, mainly due to tax increases.

=

The energy bill was raised by double that amount.

=

The ministry missed the actual price quotes from the energy exchanges and based itself on general
estimates made years earlier.

Political backfire?
=

Citizens feel mislead, certainly those who already feel the burden of the energy costs.

=

This is political fuel and defines us, as we work together on sustainability in the City-zen-project, as the
energy elite.

THE VULNERABLE END-USER:

Figures

=

The EU Energy Poverty Observatory monitors the percentages and backgrounds of energy poverty in the
EU. 10 percent of EU-end-users are considered ‘energy poor’.

=

For the Netherlands and France, the figures are 2 respectively 6. not able to warm the house: 2,2% resp.
6%. In debt toward energy supplier: 1,5 / 5,0%.

=

hidden energy poverty is estimated as high as 10 – 13% in NL.

=

These are not small, neglectable figures.

Vulnerable end-users are not visible.

=

Dutch government has defined just one policy: end-users cannot be disconnected from gas or electricity in
winter. Furthermore, government is only relying on curative instruments: debt control.

=

Remarkable example is the new soft loan for energy measures:
it is low-threshold and easy to get, but your creditworthiness is tested without taking into account the
savings in your energy bill. Too complicated, insulation not regarded as a recoverable asset.

=

Preventive measures may be taken by local governments (redressing local taxation etc). Also the
instruments for debt control are in the hands of local government.

SUBSIDIES: EQUAL VERSUS FAIR
example Mur-Mur ‘fraternité’

=

Grenoble municipality conducted two energy refurbishment programmes “MUR MUR” to improve energetic
quality of the building stock.

=

The main instrument was a subsidy scheme, with additional information activities aimed at answering
technical, administrative and financial questions.

=

Funding came partly from the City-zen project, partly from French government (in total € 26 million).

=

In the subsidy scheme, the municipality made a number of interesting choices.

=

First of all, MUR MUR was focussed on only the condominiums built between 1945 – 1975.

=

These buildings were chosen because of the poor energetic efficiency and a number of energy efficiency
packages were predefined.

=

Secondly, the subsidy was granted to a block as a whole, covering up to 40% of refurbishing costs.

=

But most interesting was the attention for the house owners with lower incomes.

=

Households with less than € 29.000/y before taxes could receive 80% of the costs from as subsidy.

=

A second tier covered the income group up to € 37.000.

=

Only because of this high subsidy rate, these households were able to participate in the retrofit
programme.

=

Important success factor.

=

Results: More condominiums could participate in the programme.

=

25% of participants earned less than € 37.000/y and applied for the extra subsidies.

example Amsterdam ‘equalité’

=

In Amsterdam also a subsidy scheme was developed with funding from the City-zen project, in total € 2,6
million.

=

[This is not the M€ 150 fund for Housing corporations the Alderman mentioned this morning]

=

A different design was taken.

=

Two conditions prevailed:
- an energy demand of less than 70 kWh/m2 after the retrofit, and
- a big step in reduction of demand of at least 230 kWh/m2.

=

The subsidy was maximized at € 50/m2 and 50% of retrofit costs.

=

Important difference is that the subsidy did not differentiate between
- The type of measures (insulation, glazing, installations),

- the type of dwelling (age, building quality etc.),
- the type of owner (individual home owners, landlords, associations etc.),
- the financial situation of the applicant.
=

Results were monitored, but should be treated with care, as the quality of the returned questionnaires is
questionable.

=

In total were 677 dwellings subsidized, of which 101 owner-occupied houses.

=

Average € 3.800 / house; 78 m2 / house.

=

On owner-occupied houses only:

=

Of the latter, all reached retrofit costs above € 100/m2, so all received the maximum subsidy of € 50/m2.

=

Subsidies ranged from € 1.600 for a 32m2 apartment to € 10.000 for a 200m2 home. On average €3.800.

=

In a number of case, the costs of the energy retrofit were stated at very high figures of up to € 800/m2.

=

As an energetic retrofit is often combined with other home improvements, the home owners probably did
not differentiate between costs for the energy improvement and the other improvements.

=

Almost two-thirds of the applicants had an income of more than € 4.000 per month after taxes
(ca € 70.000/y before taxes).

=

None of the applicants earned less than € 2.000 per month (ca € 33.000/y before taxes) (students
excluded).

=

Conclusion one is that 52.000 m2 of habitable space has been improved quickly and easely.

=

Conclusion two should be that the subsidy did not reach all income groups. Higher income households have
a better position to finance their part of the retrofit costs and thus can act quicker to apply for a subsidy.
Furthermore, they may be better informed about the subsidy via their (professional) network.

Comparison of Grenoble and Amsterdam scheme
=

The key words are ‘fraternité’ versus ‘equalité’.

=

The Grenoble scheme was tailored for reaching all owners in specific condominiums and introduced a
differentiation between income groups.

=

This solidarity paid out in a high percentage of buildings being retrofitted.

=

In Amsterdam introduced a more straight, non-discriminatory subsidy scheme.

=

The targeted number of retrofitted square meters was achieved.

=

But this equal-for-all approach resulted in mainly high-income groups benefitting from the subsidy (and
some of them forgot even they received subsidy).

=

So, the design of a subsidy scheme makes a difference.

=

Grenoble municipality proved that a policy towards vulnerable end-users is possible and is in compliance
with EU-rules on subsidies.

INDIVIDUAL VERSUS COLLECTIVE
Heat distribution as alternative for natural gas

=

Gas exits, solution in District Heating

=

This is High temperature heating at 90 / 70ºC.

=

How sustainable is heat / residual heat from industry (f.i. power plants or steel industry)?

=

Sustainable in two senses: CO2 and how long lasting (steel industry is innovating new, low temp processes)

=

But for now, we put these questions aside.

=

Concentrate on the relation between municipality, heat company and end-user

How does it work?

=

In Amsterdam residual heat is supplied by two private power plants and the municipal waste incineration
plant.

=

Four parties are involved:
- Energy company NUON (Vattenval), heat supplier in the east of the city,
- municipal waste incinerator AEB,
- the joint venture NUON and AEB “Westpoort Warmte”, heat supplier in the west of the city, and
- the municipality.

=

Complex with both the municipality and NUON in the joint venture! Leading to an opaque decision process
with different interests for the city.

=

The co-operation between these is governed by a series of exclusive concessions.

=

The content of these agreements is confidential.

=

In these concessions the municipality gives the private parties rights to sell heat to Amsterdam citizens.

=

In exchange for the obligation to supply heat and operate the network system.

=

“Exclusive” means that only the heat company has the right to distribute heat. The districts covered by
this, are not clear, at least not public. (i.e. does the deal cover all future districts, all existing districts?)

Old fashioned and not fit for future

=

The system of concessions stems from decades ago and it has not been revised since.

=

For example, the co-operation for WPW concerned originally only heat supply to other commercial
businesses.

=

When also households were connected to the heat grid, the legal structure did no longer fit but this was
overseen by the municipality.

=

Also new (European) law on public procurement and on the allocation of scarce rights and public services
have been missed.

=

The exclusiveness of one commercial clearly heat supplier hampers innovation, such as low temperature
systems (50 / 30ºC) and the use of smaller local heat sources. Some City-zen demonstration projects
suffer from these flaws.

Report Accounting Office

=

Recently, the Accounting Office of the municipality “Rekenkamer Metropool Amsterdam” published its
findings. I just cite the recommendations to the city (in a translation from my hand):

=

Repair and reconsider the legal construction:
- Give a transparent overview of the present construction, including the choices and assumptions on
which it was based. Inform the Council.
- Revise the construction in co-operation with the Council and the public party in order to bring it in
compliance with the public task on basis of clearly stated considerations and choices.
- Investigate if the construction is violation with relevant regulations and revise it where needed.

=

Secure these lessons:
- Convert the collected information into institutional knowledge,
- Establish clear responsibilities for co-ordination and co-operation,
- Bring the Council into a meaningful position to decide upon the process.

=

The Amsterdam Major and Aldermen embraces the recommendations and decides to a follow-up within
present policy programme agreed with the Council. Nevertheless, the Accounting Office reacts with a
warning to the Council:

=

The RMA “advises the Council to examine closely that the recommendations are properly followed-up
without hesitation.”

=

Similar conclusions come from reports on the organisation of district heating of the accounting offices of
Rotterdam and Nijmegen.

=

It reflects the preference for solutions on a larger scale. Less parties to deal with seems attractive and
the knowledge and experience with energy seems to be an advantage.

=

The disadvantage of the city’s relative shortcoming in knowledge may be perceived later in negotiations,
after the point of no return has been passed.

individual choices for own home

=

What does this mean for the individual end-user?

=

First of all, he is obliged to connect to the network. He can create an alternative solution and is allowed
not to connect under the condition that an equivalent level of sustainability is achieved. But mostly, the
house is connected to the network before the (new) owner is ready to develop his alternative plans. And
who is to proof and test ‘the equivalent level of sustainability’?

=

Secondly, the heat supplier is brought in a monoploid situation, associated with high prices and bad
service.

=

Furthermore, local initiatives for alternative, innovative heating systems are very difficult to accomplish.
This was experienced in the City-zen demonstration project “Bio-Refinery”.

=

The heat company has no incentive what-so-ever to co-operate with these local initiatives. Its prime
objective is to sell its heat in order to regain his investment in the network.

=

New policy objectives from the municipality cannot be implemented against the interests of the company.

societal advantages from collective solution
=

On the other hand, a sustainable and straightforward alternative for natural gas could have certain
collective benefits.

=

Allowing all individuals to refuse a connection to the network, would weaken the business case.

=

Long term contracts between city and heat supplier offer the comfort of a long-term solution, but is it a
sustainable solution?

prisoners dilemma / sub optimum
=

It is a difficult situation in which choices have to be made.

=

It requires a maximum of transparency on behalf of the policy makers

=

and a clear line of decision making where all interests (financial interests of both private and public
partners, …) can be considered.

=

At least, a more balanced relation between commercial and public parties is to be sought.

=

It is up to politics to resolve commercial, public and – DO NOT FORGET – consumers interests into a sound
governance of the heating company, both in organisational structure as in daily management.

VULNERABLE POLICIES
policy by government: not by the book

=

Disclaimer: as the contracts are 100% secret…

=

the heat supplier has achieved a very strong position between the municipality and the end-user.

=

The heat supplier was involved in writing the Terms of Reference for a public procurement for new heat
contracts. Thus, he should not have been allowed to participate in the tender.

=

Innovation is not covered in the contracts. Innovative low-temperature heating is blocked within the heat
districts.

Future proof?

=

And yet, the municipality takes a very big risk.

=

The moment the Vattenval CEO in Stockholm decides to stop his Amsterdam adventures, the municipality
still has the obligation for a reliable and affordable energy supply to Amsterdam citizens. And sustainable!

=

Not so far-fetched: the energy transition also implies that the fossil fired power plants of NUON /
Vattenval have a doubtful future.

=

Now the municipality has laid all eggs in one basket, will it be able to quickly find new eggs? That must
then be Easter Eggs…

GASEXIT

Municipalities with ambitions
=

Many municipalities are more ambitious than the national government in the energy transition.

=

They took the initiative.

=

These local ambitious require a framework of means (power and money) to be achieved.

=

Working on Regional Energy Strategies.

In the mean time… Climate meets earthquake
=

‘Paris Agreement’ was agreed upon in 2015.

=

Climate discussions ongoing

=

Earthquakes in ‘Groningen’ as an unexpected effect from exploitation gas fields

=

Cost compensation discussions ongoing

=

Combination by a new minister led to decision to a ban on the use of natural gas for (residential) heating.

=

On the definitive date of this ban will be decided after the debates on the “Klimaat Akkoord”, later this
year.

A triple-A helix

=

Alarming future

=

Ambitious politics

=

Absent instruments
(every resemblance with the BREXIT is strictly coincidental)

The vulnerable end-user
=

The end-user of energy is confronted with a series of alarming messages:
- we raise the energy taxes!
- and sorry that I forgot: the prices are also increasing.
- we want you to stop the use of gas!

- maybe we oblige you to use district heating.
- anyhow, you have urgently to do something.
=

Especially the vulnerable end-user is upset

=

As this energy chaos is adding to his already bothersome situation.

=

I will not speculate on yellow vests.

And work in progress on a new framework from laws and bylaws

The new law on special planning is just entering into force. There is
little experience with the new possibilities and restraints of this law.
=

The “Klimaat Akkoord” awaits political amendment and approval.

=

The “Warmtewet”, the law on heat supply, will be revised later this year.

=

Financial support from national government towards citizens or local government is not clear.

First option for municipalities to proceed: Business as Usual
=

Take decisions, rely on big companies and large systems,

=

After all, new laws are not yet applicable and

=

Top Down, as Participation is a hype: difficult, slow and not effective.

=

Rely on the ‘homo economicus’ via subsidies (see subsidy schemes)

=

Simply inform the citizen on their future energy supply (see District Heating).

New option for municipalities: Take Back Control

=

From childhood we are programmed to keep a safe distance from the energy system.

=

It is life threatening and technical.

=

That is true, but only the physical part of it.

=

Even though, many policy makers rely on knowledge of large energy companies.

=

Don’t do that.

=

Invest in knowledge and leave just the technical details to the engineers.

New option for municipalities and citizens: Participation
=

In the meantime, cities are experimenting with citizen participation.

=

EU-Commission is pressing for more citizen involvement.

=

This is a transition in governance.

=

Three transitions come together: sustainable energy, digital energy system and decentralisation of both
energy system and public governance organisation.

=

Take these together, joint experiments will effectively bring progress in both.

=

Not easy, reaching out for the citizen,

=

But most important to develop a sound policy for everybody.

Please make an “all-inclusive” policy.

=

And I with ‘inclusive’ I do not mean the rainbow colours, but “all-inclusive” in the meaning of the tour
operator:

=

Please make it affordable for everyone,

=

Also for those who will never be able to profit from the subsidies on electric cars, simply because they
cannot afford a car.

CONCLUSIONS

new policies needed
=

the energy transition coincides with (at least) two other relevant transitions: citizen participation,
digitisation.

=

Centralised systems no longer are the only and the best solution

=

Business as Usual will bring us just Solutions as Usual.

on energy poverty
=

New policies regarding energy policy require a first look into the needs of the vulnerable energy user.

=

His existence has to be recognised in all policies.

=

Tailored instruments need to be developed.

on cost allocation
=

government is for a large part about cost-allocation,

=

even in the smallest measure’s costs are allocated.

on financial support instruments
=

not only subsidies, but also tariff differentiation

=

an incentive for one, leads to higher costs for the other tariff payers.

=

And – as we saw – ‘equal’ is not equivalent with ‘just’ and ‘equitable’.

on allocation of scarce rights
=

we saw a very strong “Business as Usual” example. BAUTD

=

With entangled vested interests,

=

With commercial parties as co-driver of the municipality,

=

Without proper government transparency,

=

Without a proper involvement of Council and citizens.

=

Without a proper price control.

A smart city in transition?
=

Hopefully the City-zen project contributes to transform the city into a new smart, open and transparent,
all-inclusive energy community.

